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IMPORTANCE The expense and lengthy follow-up periods for randomized clinical trials (RCTs)

of adjuvant systemic therapy in breast cancer make them impractical and even impossible to

conduct. Randomized clinical trials of neoadjuvant systemic therapy for breast cancer may

help resolve this dilemma.

OBJECTIVE To assess the utility of pathologic complete response (pCR) for neoadjuvant drug

development in human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2 [also referred to as

ERBB2])-positive breast cancer.

DATA SOURCES We searchedMEDLINE (Ovid), Embase (Ovid), CENTRAL (Wiley), and

Northern Light Life Sciences Conference Abstracts (Ovid) in December 2014. Searches

combined terms for “breast cancer” and “neoadjuvant therapy,” with no limit on publication

date.

STUDY SELECTION Cohort studies and RCTs were selected that met following criteria: stages I

to III HER2-positive breast cancer, neoadjuvant therapy, and reports of both pCR and an

event-free survival (EFS)-type outcome. The initial search identified 2614 publications, of

which 38 studies met the selection criteria.

DATA EXTRACTION AND SYNTHESIS Two authors independently screened each study for

inclusion and extracted the data. Data were analyzed using Bayesian hierarchical models.

MAIN OUTCOMES ANDMEASURES Event-free survival and overall survival (OS) hazard ratios

(HRs) for pCR vs non-pCR. For RCTs, main outcomemeasures were treatment benefits in pCR

and the corresponding treatment HRs for EFS and OS.

RESULTS A total of 36 studies with EFS by pCR status representing 5768 patients with

HER2-positive breast cancer were included in the patient-level analysis. Overall, the

improvement in EFS for pCR vs non-pCRwas substantial: HR, 0.37 (95% probability interval

[PI], 0.32-0.43). This association was greater for patients with hormone receptor–negative

disease (HR, 0.29 [95% PI, 0.24-0.36]) than hormone receptor–positive disease (HR, 0.52

[95% PI, 0.40-0.66]). In RCTs, the R2 correlations between odds ratios for pCR and HRs were

0.63 for EFS and 0.29 for OS. Based on absolute treatment improvements in pCR rate,

predicted HRs for EFS for RCTs were concordant with observed HRs.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE Pathologic complete response in HER2-positive breast cancer

is associated with substantially longer times to recurrence and death. This relationship is

maintained in RCTs. For any particular new therapy the relationship between pCR and survival

may differ. Quantifying the importance of pCR is necessary for designing efficient clinical

trials, which should adapt to the relationship between pCR and survival for the therapy under

investigation.
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S
creeningmammographyandadvances inadjuvant treat-

ment have improved breast cancer outcomes.1 Recur-

rence rates have decreased dramatically, and as a con-

sequencepopulationmortalitydecreasedby34%in theUnited

States between 1990 and 2010.2Because statistical power for

survival end points depends on the number of events, adju-

vant trials addressing modest treatment advances have be-

come much larger, with some recent trials accruing between

5000and 10000patients. The great expense and lengthy fol-

low-up periods required for such trials make them impracti-

cal and even impossible to conduct. In the present era of tar-

geted therapies and rapidprogress in cancerbiology,whatwas

once regarded tobeasingledisease isnowmanydiseases, each

requiringapotentiallydifferent therapeutic strategy.Manynar-

rowly focused clinical trials arenowrequiredwhere 1 trialwas

once sufficient. Large adjuvant trials are no longer sustain-

able in breast cancer.3,4 Neoadjuvant systemic therapy for

breast cancer may help resolve this dilemma.4

Neoadjuvant systemic therapyholdspromise for the early

assessment of the effects of targeted systemic agents, as well

as of standard therapy. The utility of pathologic complete re-

sponse (pCR) at surgery in assessing treatment efficacy de-

pends on its ability to predict longer-term outcomes of recur-

rence and death. Achieving a pCR in the neoadjuvant setting

has been shown in “patient-level analyses” to be associated

with improved event-free survival (EFS) and overall survival

(OS).5-7Quantification of this association varies bymolecular

subtype and ismost impressive in triple-negative andhuman

epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2 [also referred to as

ERBB2])-positivediseases.5-7Analternative“trial-level”analy-

sis is to compare treatment effects onpCRandEFS in random-

ized clinical trials (RCTs).4,5 We explain why this analysis is

inappropriately pessimistic.

We carried out a literature-basedmeta-analysis of neoad-

juvant studies in HER2-positive breast cancer to update and

extend the analyses in HER2-positive breast cancer pre-

sented in Cortazar et al.5 This extension is in 2 directions: we

includedboth cohort studies and recent clinical trials. Of spe-

cial interest is the relationshipofhormone receptor status and

anti-HER2 therapy to the impact of pCR rates on EFS.We also

address the relationship between incremental gains in pCR

rates inRCTs and the associated improvement in survival end

points.

Methods

Systematic Literature Review

WesearchedMEDLINE (Ovid), Embase (Ovid), CENTRAL (Wi-

ley), and Northern Light Life Sciences Conference Abstracts

(Ovid) in December 2014. The searches combined terms for

“breast cancer” and “neoadjuvant therapy.” Terms for HER2

were applied only to publications after 1998. Search results

were limited to human studies. The Cochrane Collaboration

search filter was used to limit results to RCTs and cohort

studies.8 Additional references were identified by searching

for publications that cited the articles we included and re-

lated systematic literature reviews.Complete search terms for

the systematic literature review are provided in eAppendix 1

in the Supplement.

Three authors (K.R.B., M.Q., M.O.) screened all publica-

tions such that each publicationwas screened independently

by two authors first by title and abstract then by full text. To

be eligible, publications had to meet the following criteria:

stages I to III HER2-positive breast cancer, neoadjuvant sys-

temic therapy, randomized or single arm, and reports of both

pCR and EFS outcomes. We included cohorts whether pro-

spectively or retrospectively defined and studies that pooled

trial participants and cohorts. Randomized clinical trials that

reported both pCR and EFS, regardless of whether EFS out-

comes were additionally reported by pCR status, were also

included. Publications were included regardless of neoadju-

vant regimen, definition of pCR, and definition of EFS. Addi-

tionally, 2 independent reviewers (K.R.B., M.Q.) extracted all

data into a database. Discrepancies in study selection or data

extractionbetween reviewerswere resolvedbydiscussionbe-

tween the 2 reviewers until a consensus was achieved. A list

of extracted data items is provided in eAppendix 2 in the

Supplement. If available, we used pCR, defined as no

evidenceof invasivedisease in thebreast or lymphnodes. Re-

ported EFS end points varied and were described as event-

free survival, recurrence-free survival, relapse-free survival,

and disease-free survival. We use EFS throughout this article

as an umbrella term for all of these longer-term outcomes.

We determined whether 2 or more publications reported

on the same cohorts by considering the institution reporting

the cohort, the authors, number of patients included, years of

diagnosis or treatment, and the treatments received. When

more than 1 publication reported on the same trial or on the

sameor overlapping patient cohorts, only outcomes from the

largest and most recent publication were included.

Hazard Rates for EFS andOS

Studies reported EFS andOS results by pCR status in a variety

of ways, including (1) Kaplan-Meier curves, (2) hazard ratios

(HRs) andcorresponding95%confidence intervals, and (3) the

total number of patients who experienced events in the fol-

low-up period. As an example of the last of these: “Only two

patients relapsed, bothwithpCRafter treatment...Noother re-

lapses were observed after a median follow-up of 57.1

Key Points

Question:How do gains in pathologic complete response (pCR)

rates translate to improvements in long-term survival end points

for patients with HER2-positive breast cancer?

Findings: This meta-analysis of 36 randomized clinical trials and

cohort studies found that pCR in HER2-positive breast cancer was

associated with longer times to recurrence and death. In

randomized clinical trials, based on absolute improvements in pCR

rates, the predicted hazard ratios for event-free survival were

concordant with the observed hazard ratios.

Meaning: Pathologic complete response in HER2-positive breast

cancer may be an earlier end point suitable to estimate

longer-term therapeutic benefit.
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months.”9(p1105) We translated all reports of survival out-

comes to the number of events and total patient follow-up

time (the ratio of which is the hazard rate per unit time) for

pCR and non-pCR groups within each 3-month segment of

follow-up. The number of events and follow-up time in each

segment were calculated such that they would correspond

to the reported survival results and the study’s reported

median and range of follow-up time. Additional description

of this methodology is provided in eAppendix 3 in the

Supplement.

Statistical Methods

Ouranalysesaddress2closely relatedquestions.First, ina“pa-

tient-level” analysiswedeterminewhetherHER2-positivepa-

tients achieving a pCRwith neoadjuvant therapy have longer

EFS and OS than those who do not, and we quantify the ben-

efit of experiencing a pCR. This patient-level analysis in-

cludes all studies that provided informationaboutEFSbypCR

status (yes/no) regardlessof therapy.Wealsoconsider thisques-

tion within subgroups defined by hormone receptor status

(negative/positive) andwhether patients received anti-HER2

therapy as part of their neoadjuvant regimen (yes/no).

Results supplemental to the Cortazar et al5 meta-analysis

were included for our subgroup analysis by neoadjuvant

anti-HER2 therapy.10

WeusedaBayesianhierarchicalmodel forEFSandOS that

allows the hazard rate to vary over time. This is important be-

cause, for example, hormone receptor–negative vs hormone

receptor–positive diseases have different hazards over time.

Our model assumes a constant HR between the pCR and no-

pCR groups. Our model allows for random effects by regard-

ing included studies to be a sample from a larger population

ofstudies,withpotentiallydifferentHRs. It isnotasimplepool-

ing of results across studies but rather incorporates variabil-

ity due to study differences. The model’s conclusions there-

fore have wider confidence intervals (or in our Bayesian

analysis, probability intervals [PIs]) than when study differ-

ences are ignored. Statistical details are provided in eAppen-

dix 3 in the Supplement.

Cortazar et al5 introduced a trial-level analysis to evalu-

ate whether treatment effects on pCR in RCTs translate into

EFSandOSbenefits.Relative to theirpatient-level analysis this

trial-level analysis has limited value in interpreting trial re-

sults anddesigning future trials.Nevertheless, to enable com-

parisons with the trial-level analysis presented by Cortazar

et al,5weupdated that analysiswith the additional RCTs from

our systematic literature review. Specifically, we plotted the

association between the odds ratio (OR) for pCR and the HR

for EFS and for OS between treatment arms. Following Corta-

zar et al,5 we fitted a weighted linear regressionmodel to the

log-transform for thesepairswithweights equal to the study’s

HER2-positive sample size.

We additionally addressed the relationship between in-

cremental gains in pCR rates and the associated improve-

ments in survival end points by assuming that a patient’s

achievement of apCRmoves thepatient from theno-pCR sur-

vival curve to thepCRcurve. For example, if a control armhas

a 30% pCR rate then 30% of the patients would have ex-

Table 1. Summary of the Characteristics of the 36 Studies Included

in the “Patient-Level” Analysis of Pathologic Complete Response a

Characteristic

Studies,
No. (%)
(N=36)

HER2-Positive
Patients, No. (%)
(N=5768)

Study type

Randomized trial 1 (3) 411 (7)

Pooled (Cortazar et al5) 1 (3) 1989 (34)

Cohort/single-arm trial 34 (94) 3368 (58)

Retrospective 26 (72) 3020 (52)

Prospective 8 (22) 348 (6)

Publication date, median (range), y 2012 (2002-2015) …

Follow-up, median (range), mo 41 (21-121) …

Mean age, median (range), y 50 (39-56) …

Percent hormone receptor positive,
median (range)

56 (20-70) …

Percent HER2-positive,
median (range)

41 (15-100) …

Neoadjuvant Anti-HER2, No. (%)

None 6 (17) 337 (6)

All patients 13 (36) 2411 (42)

Some patients 14 (39) 2938 (51)

Unknown 3 (8) 82 (1)

Other neoadjuvant therapy, No.(%)

Anthracycline 3 (8) 129 (2)

Taxane 7 (19) 706 (12)

Anthracycline + taxane 8 (22) 1050 (18)

Other/various 17 (47) 3883 (67)

Pathologic complete response
definition, No. (%)

No invasive disease in breast
or nodes

30 (83) 5288 (92)

No invasive or in situ disease
in breast or nodes

1 (3) 102 (2)

No invasive disease in the breast 4 (11) 368 (6)

Not described 1 (3) 10 (<1)

Event-free survival

Start date, No. (%)

Date of diagnosis or histology 9 (25) 1200 (21)

Start of neoadjuvant therapy
or study entry

7 (19) 3386 (59)

Date of surgery 10 (28) 709 (12)

Not described 10 (28) 476 (8)

Defined events, No. (%)

Local or distant relapse, death
from any cause

9 (25) 2686 (47)

First local or distant metastasis 4 (11) 413 (7)

Recurrence (death prior
to recurrence censored)

3 (8) 604 (10)

Locoregional recurrence,
distant recurrence,
contralateral breast cancer,
secondary malignant neoplasm,
or death

2 (6) 71 (1)

Recurrence, secondary
malignant neoplasm, or death
from any cause

2 (6) 1187 (21)

Other 7 (19) 384 (7)

Not described 9 (25) 423 (7)

Abbreviation: HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.

a Data are number (percent) unless otherwise indicated.
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pected survival according to the pCR curve and 70% would

have expected survival according to the no-pCR curve, giv-

ing rise to an expected survival that is approximately 30% of

theway from theno-pCRcurve to thepCRcurve.And if an ex-

perimental arm has a pCR rate of 50% then, under this hy-

pothesis, the expected survival curve is halfway between the

no-pCRandpCRcurves. Thenet effect is thatwith the experi-

mental therapy, an extra 20%of thepatients aremoved to the

pCR curve. The estimatedHR between treatment and control

is found from these 2 curves, assuming exponential survival.

ThisapproachfollowsBerryandHudis,4whoseestimatedpCR/

EFS relationship in their figure used the Cortazar et al5meta-

analysis. For our analyses, the observed absolute difference

in pCR rates for the trials presented in Cortazar et al5was esti-

mated on the basis of additional results provided in the indi-

vidual trial publications.11-17 We determined the expected HR

for all improvements in pCR from 0 to 100%. The implicit HR

for no pCR improvement is 1.00. For a 100% difference in

pCR, the HR is the same as comparing the pCR and no-pCR

curves.

Figure 1. Hazard Ratios (HRs) for Event-Free Survival (EFS) andOverall Survival (OS) for Pathologic

Complete Response (pCR) vs No pCR by Study andOverall
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Boxes show the estimated HR for pCR

by study, and horizontal lines show

the estimated 95% probability

interval around the HR. The size of

the box is proportional to the number

of events. Arrows indicate that the

95% probability interval extends

beyond the limits of the plot. Studies

with 0 events in 1 groupmay not

appear within the limits of the plot.

Dashed line is at an HR of 1 for

reference, the point at which survival

estimates between pCR and no pCR

groups are equivalent. The solid

vertical line and shaded region

indicate the overall model-estimated

median HR and 95% probability

interval, respectively.
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Results

Systematic Literature Review

The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and

Meta-Analyses18,19 flowdiagramdetailing the inclusionandex-

clusion of publications is shown in eAppendix 4 (eFigure 1 in

the Supplement). The systematic review process yielded 67

publications, amongwhichwe identified38unique studies for

analysis.5,6,9,20-54Thirty-six studies providedEFSbypCR sta-

tus and are included in the patient-level analysis. This sys-

tematic literature reviewadds3RCTs to those included inCor-

tazar et al.5,22,53,54Details for each of the included studies are

provided in eAppendices 5 and 6 (eTables 1-4 in the Supple-

ment). TheCortazar et al5 study is apooled analysis of 12RCTs

and includes patientswith breast cancer across several differ-

entmolecular subtypes.Weuseonly the results specific to the

HER2-positivepatients.We includedCortazar et al5 as a single

study in the patient-level analysis because the data neces-

sary for our meta-analysis were not available in all publica-

tions of the individual trials.

Patient-Level Analysis of pCR

The characteristics of the included studies are provided in

Table 1.The36studies includedfor thisanalysis represent5768

patientswithHER2-positivebreast cancerofwhom1989 (34%)

are fromCortazaret al.5Twenty-six (72%)of the includedstud-

ies are retrospective cohorts in which patients received a va-

riety of neoadjuvant regimens. There was consistency across

studies in thedefinitionofpCR,withmost studiesdefiningpCR

asno invasivedisease in either thebreast or lymphnodes. The

most common definition for EFS was time to locoregional or

distant relapse or death from any cause.

Figure 1A shows each study’s estimated EFS HR and 95%

PI for pCR and the overall model-estimated HR.The overall

modelestimatedHRsarealsoshowninTable2.Figure1Bshows

OS results based on the 15 studies reporting the relationship

between pCR and OS. These results show that pCR is associ-

ated with improved EFS (median HR, 0.37 [95% PI, 0.32-

0.43]) and OS (median HR, 0.34 [95% PI, 0.26-0.42]).

Figure 2A and B shows EFS HRs within subgroups

defined by hormone receptor status and neoadjuvant anti-

HER2 therapy. The advantage of experiencing a pCR was

greater in the hormone receptor–negative subgroup (me-

dian HR, 0.29 [95% PI, 0.24-0.36]) compared with the hor-

mone receptor–positive subgroup (median HR, 0.52 [95%

PI, 0.40-0.66]). Corresponding model-estimated EFS

Kaplan-Meier curves by pCR both overall and within the 2

hormone receptor subgroups are shown in eAppendix 7

(eFigures 2-4 in the Supplement). Figure 2B shows that the

effect of pCR was greater for neoadjuvant anti-HER2

therapy (median HR, 0.35 [95% PI, 0.30-0.40]) compared

with no neoadjuvant anti-HER2 therapy (median HR, 0.45

[95% PI, 0.35-0.57]).

Table2also reports resultsbystudy type.Althoughthemix

of therapies is different in cohort studies andRCTs, the advan-

tage of experiencing a pCR was similar. Additional results are

provided in eAppendix 7 (eFigures 2-9 in the Supplement).

Trial-Level Analysis of pCR

Figure 3 shows the relationship between treatment effects

in terms of the OR for pCR vs no pCR and HR for EFS and

OS. One study, Buzdar et al,22 reported 0 events for 1 arm

and so is not shown in this figure. The negative slope of the

regression lines indicates that an increase in the odds of

pCR is associated with a decrease in the HR for EFS and OS.

Based on the weighted linear regression model, the R2 was

0.23 for EFS but was 0 for OS. The association is stronger

when the intercept of the weighted linear regression model

is fixed such that a pCR OR of 1.00 corresponds to a survival

HR of 1.00. In this case, the R2 is 0.63 for EFS and 0.29

for OS.

Figure 3B and D are more relevant for designing clinical

trials.4The curves in thesepanels show theexpected relation-

ship between the absolute improvement in pCR rate and the

HR for EFS and OS assuming that the treatment effect is de-

rived from converting a non-pCR into a pCR as in our patient-

level analysis (eAppendix 7 [eTable 5 in the Supplement]).We

have added to these panels the same trials as in Figure 3A and

C.Manyof the trials had small differences in pCR rates (<10%)

and observed HRs close to 1, with confidence intervals over-

lapping 1 (data not shown). Among the trials that observed an

improvement in pCR, theNOAHandNeoALTTO trials, in par-

ticular, are in linewith theexpectedEFSHR.Thegreater spread

in the trialoutcomes inFigure3CandDreflects thegreatervari-

ability in OS than in EFS because of the smaller numbers of

events.

Discussion

Our analyses include a total of 38 studies, 3 RCTs in addition

to those in Cortazar et al,5 and 34 patient cohorts, represent-

ing more than 5500 patients with HER2-positive breast can-

cer. To our knowledge, this is the largest meta-analysis of

neoadjuvant studies in HER2-positive breast cancer. Our

findings are qualitatively consistent with earlier analyses

showing that HER2-positive patients who achieve a pCR

have substantially better long-term outcomes than those

Table 2. Meta-Analysis Model-Estimated Hazard Ratios (HRs)

for Pathologic Complete Response vs No Pathologic Complete Response

Analysis
HR, Median (95%
Probability Interval)

Overall survival, all HER2 positive 0.34 (0.26-0.42)

Event-free survival, all HER2 positive 0.37 (0.32-0.43)

Hormone receptor status

Negative 0.29 (0.24-0.36)

Positive 0.52 (0.40-0.66)

Neoadjuvant anti-HER2 therapy

No 0.45 (0.35-0.57)

Yes 0.35 (0.30-0.40)

Study type

Randomized clinical trials 0.40 (0.33-0.49)

Cohort studies 0.33 (0.27-0.41)

Abbreviation: HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.
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who do not. The relationship between pCR and survival end

points in HER2-positive breast cancer varies by hormone

receptor status and by the inclusion of an anti-HER2

therapy in the treatment regimen, but apparently not

between cohort studies and RCTs.

A limitation of our literature-based study is that it is

subject to variable reporting and definitions across studies.

An example is the different definitions of EFS. The 2 most

common definitions of EFS differed only in their handling

of secondary malignant neoplasms. Despite the variability,

each study’s definition was consistently used for both pCR

and non-pCR and so there was no bias. Also, our Bayesian

hierarchical modeling approach explicitly accounts for and

quantifies study-to-study variability, which is reflected in

wider PIs.

Cortazar et al5 provided a particular trial-level analysis

using the same RCTs from which they derived their patient-

level analysis. Their patient-level analysis showed that

experiencing a pCR had a dramatic effect on EFS in their

population. Their trial-level analysis was an elegant empiri-

cal demonstration that reassembling such a population of

patients into their respective trials will show little or no

treatment benefit on EFS in trials for which there is little or

no treatment benefit on pCR. This has obvious implications

Figure 2. Hazard Ratios (HRs) for Event-Free Survival (EFS) for Pathologic Complete Response (pCR)

vs No pCR by Hormone Receptor Status and Receipt of Neoadjuvant Anti–Human Epidermal Growth Factor

Receptor 2 (HER2) Therapy
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for the design of clinical trials with EFS as an end point for

both adjuvant and neoadjuvant settings.

We updated the Cortazar et al5 trial-level analysis with 3

additional RCTs. These observations fall within expected in-

tervals whether using our patient-level analysis or that of

Cortazar et al.4,5

We also applied our analyses to 2 trials not included in

our literature search. One was an adjuvant trial, ALTTO.55

There have been 5 neoadjuvant trials (1025 patients) com-

paring trastuzumab plus lapatinib vs trastuzumab

alone.56-60 The overall improvement in pCR rate for the

combination arm in the 5 trials was 13.7%. There is uncer-

tainty in this estimate, but taking it at face value implies an

EFS HR of 0.88 (from Figure 3B) with 95% prediction inter-

val from 0.75 to 1.04. The ALTTO trial addressed this same

question in the adjuvant setting and yielded an EFS HR of

0.84,55 which is well within this predictive interval. In ret-

rospect, ALTTO was underpowered. Had these neoadjuvant

trials and also our present meta-analysis been available at

the time of developing ALTTO, the designers would have

built a larger trial, or no trial at all.

A second trial, available only after our literature search,

was NeoSPHERE, which on the basis of 107 patients

assigned to each of 2 arms demonstrated a 17.8% improve-

ment in the rate of pCR with the addition of pertuzumab to

trastuzumab and docetaxel therapy.61 Assuming this to be

the true improvement in pCR rate for adding pertuzumab to

these 2 agents, our analysis estimates an EFS HR of 0.86

(Figure 3B) with 95% prediction interval from 0.47 to 1.57.

The width of this interval reflects the uncertainty in esti-

mating EFS from pCR based on our patient-level analysis

and it also represents the small sample size of NeoSPHERE.

NeoSPHERE recently reported an HR for progression-free

survival of 0.69 (95% CI, 0.34-1.4): again, well within the

prediction interval.61

Both in our meta-analysis and in these 2 examples out-

side our meta-analysis, there is a suggestion that extra-

polating from the pCR improvement underestimates an

experimental therapy’s improvement in EFS, perhaps espe-

cially if it is based on anti-HER2 therapy. There is no statisti-

cal justification for drawing such a conclusion, but it may be

real. Pathologic complete response is a dichotomous parti-

tioning of tumor burden at surgery. A therapy might well

improve the rate of partial response, for example, which

might be assessed using residual cancer burden class 1.62

And converting a patient to residual cancer burden class 1

may be indicative of prolonging EFS, quite apart from

pCR.63

We stress that the assumption regarding the curves in

Figures 3B and D is that experiencing a pCR means the same

thing independent of the therapy that gave rise to the pCR.

That assumption may not be true for all therapies. Some

Figure 3. Treatment Benefit for Pathologic Complete Response (pCR) vs Corresponding Event-Free Survival

(EFS) andOverall Survival (OS) Hazard Ratio (HR) Between Treatment Arms for Randomized Trials
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OS HR (D) across the range of

possible improvements in pCR based
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analysis. Plotted trials are A,
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therapies may imply a different pCR/EFS relationship, with

either more efficacy or less efficacy associated with a pCR

than that in our analysis. But in any case these curves serve

as references, as null hypotheses to consider when inter-

preting or designing a trial.

Large adjuvant clinical trials of novel cancer therapeu-

tics are becoming increasingly difficult to conduct given the

ever-greater segmentation of disease subtypes. The very

large clinical trials of the recent past are not sustainable,

and identifying earlier end points to estimate longer-term

therapeutic benefit will be part of the resolution to this

dilemma.

Conclusions

The importance of improving pCR rates in the neoadjuvant

therapy of breast cancer may allow for more efficient and ra-

tionaldesigns for adjuvant andneoadjuvant clinical trialswith

EFSasaprimaryendpoint.Also, referencecurvessuchas those

in Figures 3B andDwill help interpret results of clinical trials.

Plotting results against these curvesmay also aid in elucidat-

inghowandwhether anew therapy’s efficacy in the long term

ismodulated through its effect on the tumormore thanor less

than historical therapies.
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Invited Commentary

The NeoadjuvantModel and Complete Pathologic

Response in Breast Cancer

All or Nothing?
Veerle Bossuyt, MD; Christos Hatzis, PhD

With neoadjuvant therapy, response to treatment can poten-

tially be assessed after months rather than years of follow-up.

Pathologiccompleteresponse(pCR)toneoadjuvanttherapy,de-

finedascompleteeradicationof invasivecancer fromthebreast

and lymphnodes, directly re-

flects adrug’s cytotoxic activ-

ity against the tumor and is

typically associated with ex-

cellentpatient survival.An importantquestion iswhetherpCR

is a good surrogate end point for long-term survival. Evidence

from recent largemeta-analysis studies has unequivocally an-

sweredyes, at the individual patient level. If a patient achieves

pCR, the risk of relapse is low andher long-term survival is ex-

cellent, irrespective of disease subtype or the type of neoadju-

vant chemotherapy that she received.1,2 However, the answer

to the subtly different question as towhether increases in pCR

rate resulting from an effective treatment translate to im-

provedsurvivalbenefit for thepatientswhoreceived that treat-

ment has been more contradictory.3-5 Although pCR is estab-

lished as an individual-level surrogate endpoint, it has not yet

beenuniversally acceptedas ageneral trial-level surrogateend

point for selecting effective therapies from randomized clini-

cal trialsorasascreeningendpointtoeliminate ineffectivetreat-

ments in the neoadjuvant setting.5 Yet, because pCR corre-

lates most strongly with survival outcomes in the more

aggressive subtypes1—triple negative andERBB2positive—it is

possible that pCR could be an acceptable trial-level surrogate

end point for these specific subtypes.

In this issueof JAMAOncology, Broglio andcolleagues6 re-

port the results of an ERBB2-specific meta-analysis that in-

cluded 38 studies (including 36 studies in a “patient-level”

analysis representing 5768 ERBB2-positive patients), mostly

from retrospective cohorts involving a variety of neoadju-

vant regimens. The majority of the patients had received

neoadjuvant anti-ERBB2 therapy. This analysis used a hierar-

chicalmodel assuming apiecewise constant hazard ratio (HR)

between pCR and non-pCR groups within each of 11 seg-

ments tomodel the relationshipbetweensurvivalHRandpCR

status, while accounting for random study-to-study varia-

tion. As expected, the patient-level analysis confirmedprevi-

ous results that pCR in ERBB2-positive patients is associated

with substantially improved long-termoutcomes (HR,0.37 for

event-free survival (EFS) and 0.34 for overall survival), irre-

spective of tumorhormone receptor status orwhether thepa-

tient received neoadjuvant anti-ERBB2 therapy.

Toassess therelatedquestionofwhether incrementalgains

in pCR rates in a randomized clinical trial settingwould result

in improvements in survival outcomes, Broglio et al6 used a

trial-level weighted linear regression analysis and confirmed

a negative association for the EFS HR but not for overall sur-

vival. This is not too surprising given the large study-to-

studyvariation, the small spread inpCReffect across the stud-

ies (<10% gain), and a small EFS effect (HR, >0.8). Another

recent meta-analysis of the study cohorts of both Cortazar et

al1andBerruti etal2 reachedasimilar conclusionofaweaktrial-

level associationbetweenpCRgains and survival benefit, and,
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